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Executive Summary
This report quantifies the significant economic stimulus provided annually by the
Goldfields Cavalcade throughout the mainly rural area of its activities.
Through conducting an Economic Impact Survey for the 2019 Cavalcade to Hawea,
the report shows that, after costs, the Lake Hawea Host Town was able to distribute
$50,000 to its community organisations.
The report shows that the Goldfields Cavalcade has been a significant revenue
generator for rural Otago for the last 27 years. On average, an estimated $1,000,000
has been injected into Host Town district economies through hosting the Cavalcade.
Although local businesses are the biggest winners, there are many community
groups who raise significant money annually through catering for the Cavalcade.
The Goldfields Cavalcade is planned and managed by two part-time contractors
whose fees total $35,000. The vast majority of the work required to bring the event
together is done by volunteers. Counting all the volunteer Trail Boss’s, their crews,
caterers and the host town committee teams, approximately 200 volunteers
averaging 80hrs each collaborate to make the event happen.
The Goldfields Cavalcade event is unique in the world. The volunteer hours
contributing to the cause is exceptional. The funds generated for local community
groups is unprecedented. If ever there was an event/cause worthy of support, the
Goldfields Cavalcade is undoubtedly it!
This report highlights the opportunity the Goldfields Cavalcade brings to local and
grant bodies to promote further rural economic stimulus. This could be done by
provision of administrative and/or financial support to each occurrence of the
Goldfields Cavalcade that takes place in their geographic areas of interest.
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Goldfields Cavalcade
The Goldfields Cavalcade (the Cavalcade) is an event of the Otago Goldfields
Heritage Trust (OGHT), a not-for-profit charitable trust. It is an annual rural and high
country off-road experience that recalls the journeys made by early gold miners.
The Cavalcade began in 1991 with a view of providing economic stimulus to
relatively depressed, rural Central Otago communities - as they were in the days
before the arrival of the Otago Central Rail Trail. In 2019 the OGHT held its 27th
Goldfields Cavalcade which had 620 people participating in 11 trails.
The trails have normally been for horse, wagon or foot travellers, but 2019 was the
second year to offer cycle trails and the first year to offer a ‘running’ trail.
The Cavalcade involves an average of 60 people per trail who travel off-road for 4-7
days typically camping at woolsheds or community halls. Most trails are fully catered
though there are 2 self-catering trails. Travelling via different routes the trails
converge on a designated host town, a location which changes each year.
The host town provides support for the incoming trails and organises a local festival
to attract visitors. An important part of the festival is the Grand Parade where all the
trails meet up in one mass display to be enjoyed by the public.

Hawea Survey
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate the economic impact the Cavalcade has
on a host town and its wider community.
Good financial records have been kept about how much each host town has made
and how much the OGHT has turned over. However, until now a wider economic
impact has not been determined.
Having a clear understanding of the Cavalcade impact will be a useful tool for
councils, funding providers and potential sponsors. This report provides the
information they need to base decisions on, particularly when considering
applications for support of future host towns and the OGHT.
The survey represents 332 unique questionnaires answered. 250 of the
questionnaires were filled out by Cavalcade participants, trail crew and caterers. This
is a good representation from the 680 (620 Cavalcaders plus 60 caterers)
participants. 84 of the surveys were filled out by non cavalcaders who came for the
Host Town celebrations on the festival day.
The report describes the survey sample, and presents an analysis of findings in
tables, charts and through discussion in the body of the report.
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Survey Demographics

Survey Respondent Age Groups

Survey Respondent Sex

Where did people come from?
In addition to Cavalcaders enjoying the Host Town celebrations, the highest
represented group were local residents from Wanaka, Hawea and the surrounding
area. However, more than half of the participants were from more distant locations!
They came from all around the South Island, some from the North Island and there
were even a few international travellers.
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Survey Respondent Origins

Spending
What money was spent?
In total, over $1,431,000 was spent because of the 2019 Cavalcade to Hawea.
● $129,617 ($49,500 net) was turned over by the Host Town.
● $367,288 was turned over by the OGHT, ($35,000 was paid from the OGHT to
the Host Town so that has been subtracted from the total).
● Participant spending is estimated at $929,405 (see table below).
● There was $39,690 of ‘additional’ spend.
Not including Cavalcaders $367,288 registration fees, the following table shows a
breakdown of cavalcaders and host town celebration participants spending:
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In addition…
A tradition has sprung out of the Cavalcade where local schools come out to ‘hold
up’ a Cavalcade trail. The children dress in cowboy uniforms, tote toy guns and rob
the Cavalcaders!! Every year on average, 5 trails will be held up and each ‘holdup’
can benefit the local school $200 - $500!
Several trails utilise local community groups to do ‘extra’s’ for their trail that are not
accounted for above. Examples are where groups have put on a BBQ service for the
Heavy wagons, or have ferry’d vehicles from night to night for Mick O’Callaghan’s
Trail. Tasks like this easily add an extra $1000-$3000 for these local groups.
Typically these services account for about $15,000 each year!
Stall holders!
The Cavalcade has a very loyal following of stall holders, plus new and local ones
each year that take part in the Host Town celebrations. These people were not
surveyed on the day as they were far too busy! Needless to say the majority of them
did travel to get to Hawea so will have bought fuel (for big vehicles) and food for
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themselves. Some will have paid for accommodation as well. Based on what other
attendees spend on fuel, food, beverage and an occasional use of local
accommodation, a reasonable estimate of stall-holder spending is 40 people x $400
each = $16,000.

Business vs Community Group
The Cavalcade prides itself on the generous donations made to local community
groups. Wherever possible the OGHT and the Host Town’s engage local community
groups to provide goods and services for Cavalcaders and celebration participants.
As a snapshot, this is what was paid out to community groups in 2019. Sums similar
to this are paid out every year.

Payments made by OGHT for meals on the Cavalcade:
Wanaka Lions - $12,508.00
Alexandra Lions - $33,677.50
Hawea Community Centre - $1040.00
North Otago Scouts - $27, 364.00
Central and Southern Autism Trust - $7,000.00
Maniototo area school PTA - $30, 240.00
Strath Taieri School - $29,756.00
Tarras Playgroup - $2,100.00
In 2017 the Omakau Host Town paid out $30,000 in donations to community groups
on top of any money they paid those groups for providing food and services for
Cavalcade support activities.
In 2018 the Owaka Host Town paid out $30,000 in donations to community groups
above expenses.
In 2019 the Hawea Host Town paid out $50,000 to community groups on top of any
expenses paid for providing food and services.
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Donations made by the Hawea Host Town

Hawea distributed $50,000 for services related to hosting the Cavalcade finale to the
following groups:
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Where does the money go?

Funds Distribution - Geographic

2019 - Funds Distribution - Financial Portions
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How does the 2019 funds-spread compare to previous years?
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Summary
The Goldfields Cavalcade raises significant money on an ongoing basis for a variety
of rural Otago Community Groups. The Wanaka and Alexandra Lions, Strath Taieri
School, Maniototo Area School PTA, North Otago Sea Scouts and the Otago
Goldfields Heritage Trust (Itself a registered charitable trust) generate about $30,000
PA each to help fund their very worthy causes.
Each year the Cavalcade finishes in a different Host Town, these Host Towns also
raise $30,000 -$50,000 for their own community groups.
In addition about $1,000,000 is spent locally in businesses from fuel stations, grocery
stores, accommodation providers, cafés and taverns.
The Cavalcade event is coordinated by the OGHT through its two part time paid
($35,000 total) contractors. The overwhelming majority of the effort to deliver the
Cavalcade and Host Town finale is done by volunteers. Each trail has a dedicated
team consisting of a trail boss, wranglers/leaders, gofers, medics and cooks.
Each Host Town has a dedicated committee which draws on local groups to help
them provide food and services to host the cavalcaders. Trail Bosses and Host Town
committee members probably contribute upwards of 200 hours each. Other
members of the trail crew and community groups helping the Host Town committee
might contribute between 20 - 100 hours.
2019 saw the 27th Goldfields Cavalcade, with 2020 registrations for the 28th
Cavalcade to Patearoa open on 1 October 2019. Because of the many years
Cavalcade’s have been held in Central Otago most small towns have now been host.
Consequently, the Cavalcade will look at stepping outside its traditional borders
every 3rd year to explore new territory! For example, in 2021 we will be finishing in
Twizel, but in 2022 we plan to be in Millers Flat for our 30th Cavalcade celebrations.
No host towns are confirmed after 2022, but we are typically organised 3 years in
advance. Locations like Tarras, Waimati, Alexandra and Bannockburn are all
possibilities. However any community in Otago is a possibility. The OGHT has
proved itself capable of working with the smallest to the largest communities!
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